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Blow Away Vase
This digitalized version of a Royal Delft vase has set new parameters for the material. A new approach to ceramic design
has been fused together with traditional painting techniques and a digital stroke of genius to create the Blow Away Vase.

Designer Front
Year of design 2009
Material Porcelain
Additional Illustrations feature scenes from The Netherlands
Product Codes Moooi, accessories, Blow Away Vase, MOABAV-----

Detailing

Here you can clearly see the digitalized process of simulating wind. Thousands upon 

thousands of 3d files were created In the process of animation.

Colour

White
Porcelain
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Main dimensions

        
   

    
 

     

32cm

26cm
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Technical
The blow away vase was born through a digital process of creating an impossible situation with impossible consequences. 
CAD modeling, animation and distortion all played a valuable role in the development of the form. To begin with an  
original vase was created with CAD software and then subjected to a directional wind force that reshaped the form of
vase in a way that is impossible in reality. The animation of this was then paused in time, enabling technicians to use 
this frame to model the new form, develop a highly intricate mould and then preserve the vase in the beauty of porcelain.

32x26x30.5 (lxwxh)

2-Net (product weight)

Packaging

H-33cm
W-41cm
D-50cm

1-Colli
3.4-Gross (with packaging)

Cleaning Instructions
To clean the Blow Away Vase Moooi recommends gently rinsing the surface of the item with warm soapy water
and a soft sponge. Do not use abrasive cleaning products or harmful chemicals. For stubborn stains please 
soak the item in warm water first to loosen any dirt or plant debree then begin the cleaning process.
Moooi recommends always reading the label of any cleaning product you wish to use on or near any item from the
Moooi collection. For further information on how to clean this product please contact your nearest Moooi agent or 
dealer which can be located via our website.

30.5cm
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